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Abstract

Biospecific recognition between proteins is a phenomenon that can be exploited for designing
affinity-chromatographic purification systems for proteins. In principle, the approach is straight-
forward, and there are usually many alternative ways, since a protein can be always found which
binds specifically enough to the desired protein. Routine immunoaffinity chromatography utilizes
the recognition of antigenic epitopes by antibodies. However, forces involved in protein–protein
interactions as well the forces keeping the three-dimensional structures of proteins intact are
complicated, and proteins are easily unfolded by various factors with unpredictable results.
Because of this and because of the generally high association strength between proteins, the
correct adjustment of binding forces between an immobilized protein and the protein to be purified
as well as the release of bound proteins in biologically active form from affinity complexes are the
main problem. Affinity systems involving interactions like enzyme–enzyme, subunit–oligomer,
protein–antibody, protein–chaperone and the specific features involved in each case are presented
as examples. This article also aims to sketch prospects for further development of the use of
protein–protein interactions for the purification of proteins. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Protein–protein interactions are probably the most sophisticated of all kinds of
w xinteractions that can be exploited for affinity chromatography 1–7 . However, except

for immunoaffinity chromatography, there is a limited number of practical examples for
the utilization of protein–protein interactions for the purification of proteins or their
fragments. The main problems stem from the fact that both the protein immobilized on a
solid matrix and the protein to be purified are subject to complicated folding processes,
which depend on the chromatographic conditions. Immunoaffinity chromatography is
generally applied to the purification of antibodies with immobilized protein antigens,

w xrather than to the purification of proteins on matrix-bound antibodies 1 . We present
here examples of successful purifications of proteins by affinity chromatography based
on protein–protein interactions. We also discuss the reasons against wider application of
this type of chromatography, as well as prospects for further development of related
approaches.

2. The significance of the immobilization procedure of proteins

One of the most popular matrices for studying the immobilization of proteins is
CNBr-activated agarose. This has been the standard method for evaluating the effects of
the degree of activation of the matrix on the binding parameters of immobilized proteins.
Detailed studies with using other immobilization methods, relevant to protein–protein
interaction chromatography, are scarce. Apparently, however, roughly the same rules as
those found with CNBr-activated agarose are also applicable to other matrices and
immobilization methods.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of the CNBr concentration, a key parameter affecting the
degree of activation, on the binding reaction of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydroge-

Ž . w xnase GAPDH and its activity 8–10 . Increase of the CNBr concentration up to 100
Ž .mgrml of settled gel increases the amount of bound protein Fig. 1A, curve 1 . The

specific activity of the enzyme decreases gradually, and the total activity grows up to 20
Ž .mg of CNBrrml Fig. 1B, curves 3 and 4 .

Parameters affecting the immobilization of the dimeric enzyme aspartate aminotrans-
Ž .ferase AspAT were studied with different activation methods and taking into account

the mass transfer limitation of the immobilized systems when evaluating the enzyme
w xkinetic parameters 11,12 . With a CNBr activation of 100 mgrml of agarose, AspAT

was quantitatively bound, in conformity with previous studies where slightly different
w xactivation techniques were used 8–10 . The apparent specific activity remaining was

30%, while V was 46% of that of soluble AspAT. The loss of activity was believed tomax

be mainly due to direct reaction of CNBr with the active site of AspAT, containing the
coenzyme pyridoxal 5X-phosphate. By optimizing the washing procedure of the activated
gel and by adding a 3-fold molar excess of the dye bromphenol blue, known to bind to
the active site of AspAT, the apparent specific activity of the enzyme after immobiliza-
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Fig. 1. Influence of the CNBr concentration during activation of Sepharose on properties of immobilized
Ž .tetrameric enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase GAPDH . GAPDH was immobilized on

Ž .Sepharose after its activation in the presence of 0–200 mg CNBrrml of settled gel. A Concentration of the
Ž .matrix-bound protein 1 and the average number of covalently bound subunits determined after the treatment

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with 8 M urea 2 ; B specific 3 , and total 4 GAPDH enzymic activity.

tion was 60% and V 80% of that of the soluble enzyme, respectively. Turnovermax

numbers of the active sites were 79% and 93% for bromphenol blue-unprotected and
protected enzymes, respectively, as compared to the soluble enzyme. This indicates that
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immobilization, at least in the case of AspAT, affected the function of AspAT active
sites relatively little. The affinity of the enzyme to its substrates was also affected rather
little by immobilization.

Although the activity of an enzyme is perhaps not always a critical factor for
immobilized proteins in affinity chromatography, a decrease in specific activity may

w xindicate the restriction of conformational mobility in multipoint protein binding 8–10 .
The conformational mobility of proteins plays a definite role during interaction of the
protein partners and influences the strength of their interaction. The enzymic activity
alone may not be an indication of the state of the conformational details of the protein.
The enzyme AspAT can be treated for 1–3 h at 60 8C without loss of activity. However,
samples taken at different time intervals from such incubation mixtures and subjected to
similar ion-exchange chromatography at room temperature, showed distinctly different

w xretention times 13 . It is also well known that with AspAT and other enzymes heated
under conditions of no activity loss, the peak sharpness in NMR spectroscopy increases.

Ž .This is a long-lasting effect hours and it may indicate a considerable, perhaps
irreversible, loosening of the molecular packing, like in a Amolten globuleB structure.
Overall, it seems that the history of affinity matrices with protein ligands may need to be
taken into account when reproducible results are required.

Important information on the properties of sorbents can be obtained after treatment
with 8 M urea solution by subsequent determination of the amount of protein remaining

Ž .on the matrix. As can be seen in Fig. 1A Curve 2 , only at an activation of 3–10 mg
CNBrrml gel, on the average, single subunits of the tetrameric protein GAPDH bind to
the matrix. A further increase of CNBr concentration results in binding of two, and then
even three subunits of the enzyme. Hence, in order to obtain the isolated enzyme
subunits bound to the matrix or unfolded immobilized polypeptide chains, the extent of
matrix activation should not exceed 10 mg CNBrrml settled gel. Alternatively, if it is
desired to obtain immobilized oligomeric forms of protein that cannot dissociate during
affinity chromatography, the extent of activation should be higher than 50 mg CNBrrml
gel. This also applies to possible multipoint attachment of single polypeptides.

If sorbents with maximal affinity to a particular protein are required, it may be
necessary to use immobilized proteins retaining maximal specific activity and to use

Ž .low-density activation say, up to 30 mg CNBrrml gel in Fig. 1A,B so that matrix-bound
protein retains its maximal native conformation and mobility. Another inert carrier
protein may also be used to adjust the binding strength of a protein.

Interaction of proteins can often be so strong that it is necessary to use very stringent
conditions of elution, resulting in inactivation of the protein being purified. It has been
found that if the extent of activation of Sepharose during preparation of immunosorbent
is increased from 70 to 150–200 mg CNBrrml gel, the elution of antibodies can be

w xperformed under milder conditions 8–10 . Unfortunately, commercial preparations of
ŽCNBr-activated Sepharose are produced with only one degree of activation about 70

.mg CNBrrml gel . Therefore, it may be necessary to carry out Sepharose activation
independently. If the loss in biological activity is substantial or is considered to be
important for bioaffinity, other milder methods, like immobilization through thiols can
be used. Epoxy-activated Sepharose may sometimes be beneficial because of its low
ionic character in contrast to CNBr-activated agarose.
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3. Subunit exchange and hybridization chromatography

For oligomeric proteins, rather specific and strong interactions between subunits are
characteristic. Such biorecognition enables the design of affinity-chromatographic meth-
ods for proteins by exploiting immobilized subunits, called Asubunit exchange chro-

w xmatographyB 14–16 . Oligomeric enzymes and proteins usually exist with subunits as
an equilibrium mixture. If immobilized subunits are added to such a system, a fraction
of soluble subunits associates with them, forming oligomers. After separation of the
immobilized oligomers formed, their disintegration into subunits will make them
soluble. After separation from the sorbent, the subunits will be renatured back to the
initial oligomers. The high specificity of such interaction allows the isolation of
oligomeric proteins directly from cell extracts.

Dissociation of oligomers into subunits must be achieved as the first step in
subunit-exchange chromatography. Then they are immobilized under conditions that

w xexclude their association. The immobilized subunits of arylsulfatase 17 and various
w xglycoproteins 18,19 were prepared and were successfully used for the purification of

proteins, directly from extracts of tissues and biological fluids. Changing of buffer pH
was sufficient to initiate the association and reconstitution processes.

Evidently, if separate subunits are immobilized on a support, there is a probability
that the interacting site will be inhibited by steric hindrance. Therefore, it may be
preferable to immobilize oligomers through one subunit and thereafter promote their
dissociation to give subunits with an optimal orientation. Immobilized subunits of

w x w x w xinhibitor of proteinases 20 , arginase 21 , porphobilinogen synthase 22 , and glycer-
w xaldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 23 24 were obtained by using such strategy.

These subunits were then used for effective purification of the corresponding enzymes.
In the two first cases, dissociation and association of proteins was initiated by change of
pH, while porphobilinogen synthase and GAPDH were treated with 4–6 M urea.

ŽUnfortunately, the use of very stringent conditions for elution pH 2–2.5 or urea
.solutions is not always suitable for the purification of proteins and especially for

enzymes in their active state. Therefore, it is preferable to promote the dissociation of
w ximmobilized subunits by various specific methods 25–30 .

4. Purification of functionally connected proteins

4.1. Enzyme–enzyme interactions

Many functionally closely connected proteins form highly specific, stable complexes
with each other. There are relatively few examples of the use of such interactions for
their affinity-chromatographic separation that are mainly focused on studies of immobi-
lization of one protein, followed by affinity purification of the second binding counter-
part. Such studies became more frequent after the recent development of the automated
surface-plasmon resonance methods for the measurement of biomolecular interactions,
which provided new opportunities for the detection and analysis of protein–protein

w xinteractions, and antibody–antigen in particular 31,32 . Surface-plasmon resonance of
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interacting proteins yields directly usable data for the design of affinity-chromatographic
systems, provided the mode of immobilization of the protein is comparable. The role of
binding of individual enzymes in multienzymic metabolic pathways has been clarified
by such techniques, and it has been found that immobilization of one enzyme can cause

w xincreased association with another enzyme to form enzyme–enzyme complexes 33 .
Flavine reductase and bacterial luciferase should show close coupling of reactions of

formation and use of reduced flavine mononucleotide. However, attempts to find a
complex of those apparently interconnected enzymes were unsuccessful until the shifting
from soluble enzymes to experiments with immobilized ones. Luciferase was immobi-
lized on Sepharose 6B and used as an affinity sorbent for the binding of flavine

w xreductase 33 . Both enzymes were also immobilized on agarose and used as a sensitive
luminescence sensor in automated analyzers for reactions that can be coupled with

w xNADH 34 .
w xStudies on interaction of functionally related enzymes 35 have made it possible not

only to show formation of a complex between aromatic amino acids aminotransferase
and enzymes of tyrosine and phenylalanine biosynthesis, but also to investigate the
nature of factors influencing the stability of the complex. Immobilization was accom-
plished through specific adsorption of the apoenzyme on coenzyme covalently bound to
the support. Complexation of fumarate hydratase with malate dehydrogenase, both
belonging to the tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes, was studied by their covalent
multipoint linking to agarose or adsorption on specific antibodies, linked to the matrix

w xvia Protein A 36 . By using immobilized antibodies against GAPDH, its complexes
with 3-phosphoglycerate kinase or 2,3-diphosphoglycerate mutase were isolated. The
disintegration of a two-enzyme complex occurred in both cases in the presence of

w xsubstrates for kinase or mutase, which facilitated their elution 37 .
Deoxycytidylate deaminase and thymidylate synthase are functionally associated with

each other, since they catalyze sequential reactions. In T4 coliphage infection, the
enzymes are found in dNTP synthetase, a multienzyme complex for deoxyribonucleotide
biosynthesis. Protein–protein affinity chromatography with either enzyme as the immo-
bilized ligand revealed interactions between the enzymes in the absence of other
proteins. A significant effect of dCTP, an allosteric modifier of dCMP deaminase, was

w xobserved in the complexation 38 .
There are many publications on the formation of complexes between glycolytic

w xenzymes 38–49 . The complexes formed do not have high stability, and this compli-
cates their use in affinity chromatography but shows that the efficiency of interaction
between functionally connected proteins is almost always regulated by low-molecular-

Ž .weight ligands substrates, cofactors, and their analogs . This makes it possible to carry
out affinity elution with the aid of these ligands under very mild conditions.

4.2. Interaction with structural proteins

Affinity chromatography based on protein–protein interactions is widely applied in
w xcase of structural and other proteins that do not have catalytic functions 50–53 . Such

polyprotein complexes are more stable than complexes of functionally linked enzymes.
w xBottomley and Trayer 50 used immobilized actin for a study of its interaction with
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myosin and its fragments. It was possible to receive an unequivocal answer to the
question of the ability of a G-actin to activate the Mg-stimulated ATPase activity of
myosin. Use of an immobilized G-actin has demonstrated its linkage with heavy
meromyosin and Subfragment I, followed by activation. The factors influencing the
character of such linkage were subjected to detailed analysis. One of the problems to be
solved concerned the localization of places of linkage of actin relative to the active
center of ATPase. It was possible that these regions on the surface of the myosin
molecule are spatially separated. Therefore, forms retaining only one of two properties
Ž .ability to bind actin or ATPase activity could arise during the proteolysis used for the
preparation of Subfragment I. A water-soluble fraction of the papain hydrolysate of
myosin was subjected to affinity chromatography on immobilized G-actin and on

Žagarose with conjugated 6-aminohexan-1-ol-pyrophosphate for the analysis of ATP-bi-
.nding ability . It is appeared that the material adsorbed on immobilized G-actin was also

quantitatively bound on agarose with 6-aminohexan-1-ol-pyrophosphate. It was decided
Ž . Ž .that the monomer G-actin has the basic properties inherent in polymeric form F-actin .

The difference in the degree of activation by G- and F-actin is probably due to some
features of conformation of the monomeric and oligomeric forms. G-actin may have an
independent binding site for Subfragment I. Sepharose-immobilized myosin was bound
to F-actin in extracts of muscle tissue. A pure preparation of this protein was obtained
after elution by ATP or pyrophosphate.

4.3. Calcium-dependent affinity systems

Ž .Calmodulin-binding peptide CBP , a peptide of 26 amino acids, derived from muscle
Ž .myosin light-chain kinase MLCK , binds to calmodulin with a K of nanomolar orderd

of magnitude. Proteins fused in frame with CBP can be purified from crude Escherichia
coli lysates in a single step by using calmodulin affinity chromatography. Because the
binding between CBP and calmodulin is calcium-dependent, the fusion protein can be

Ž .eluted from the resin with virtually any buffer containing EGTA 2 mM and used
w xdirectly for many applications 53 . A similar approach was used for purifying fusion

protein CBP-N-terminal kinase. This fusion protein was purified to near-homogeneity in
one step on a calmodulin affinity resin. Purified CBP–JNK is fully active, and the CBP
peptide tag can be removed by cleavage with thrombin. The purified fusion proteins can

w xbe labeled directly with gamma-32P ATP and used to probe protein–protein or
w xprotein–nucleic acid interactions 54 .

4.4. Protein A and other potential bioaffinity systems

An interesting system for affinity chromatography was described that incorporates a
w xgenetically designed bifunctional affinity ligand 55 . The utility of the system in protein

purification and in the study of protein–protein interactions is demonstrated by using the
interaction between Protein A and the heat shock protein DnaK as a model system. The

Ž .bifunctional affinity ligand was developed by genetically fusing calmodulin CaM to
Ž . Ž .Protein A ProtA . The dual functionality of Protein A–calmodulin ProtA–CaM stems
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from the molecular recognition properties of the two components of the fusion protein.
In particular, CaM serves as the anchoring component by virtue of its binding properties
toward phenothiazine. Thus, the ProtA–CaM can be immobilized on a solid support
containing phenothiazine from the C-terminal domain of the fusion protein. Protein A is
at the N-terminal domain of the fusion protein and serves as the affinity site for DnaK.
While DnaK binds specifically to the protein A domain of the bifunctional ligand, it is

Ž .released upon addition of ATP and under very mild conditions pH 7.0 . In addition to
producing highly purified DnaK, this system is very versatile. The proteinaceous
bifunctional affinity ligand can easily be removed by addition of EGTA, and fresh
ProtA–CaM can easily be reloaded onto the column. This allows a facile regeneration of
the affinity column, because the phenothiazine-silica support matrix is stable for long
periods of time under a variety of conditions. Calmodulin fusions can provide a new
approach to study protein–protein interactions. Indeed, ProtA–CaM fusion protein
identified DnaK as a cellular component that interacts with ProtA from among the
thousands of proteins present in E. coli.

Affinity chromatography based on protein–protein interactions is widely used for the
w x w xpurification of virus proteins 56,57 and proteins associated with nucleic acids 32,58 .

5. Purification of chaperones by affinity chromatography on immobilized non-na-
tive proteins

It is well known that molecular chaperones of various classes have the ability to
interact with completely or partially denatured proteins, and also with proteins which are

Ž .present in other non-native conformations subunits of proteins, molten globules etc.
w x59 . Such interactions were used not only to study chaperone-dependent folding of
proteins, but also for the purification of chaperones. It appears that the immobilized
denatured proteins or their subunits are effective affinity sorbents and can be used for

w xthe isolation of chaperones directly from tissue extracts and from microbial cells 60 .
For example, incubation of E. coli cell extract with immobilized subunits of tetrameric
GAPDH resulted in binding of a protein from the extract with molecular mass of 60
kDa, close to molecular mass of chaperonin GroEL whereas no sorption on tetrameric

w xmolecules of this enzyme was observed 60 .
The important feature of interaction of chaperones with unfolded proteins is often

their ATP dependence. Hence, it is possible to increase affinity by performing the
elution of chaperones in the presence of ATP. The elution of chaperones in the presence
of ATP also provides additional evidence that the method purifies the chaperone. The
combination of affinity sorption of chaperonin GroEL on immobilized subunits and
affinity ATP elution made it possible to obtain a homogeneous preparation of chaper-

w xonin directly from cell extracts in one step 60 .
ŽThe use of a set of sorbents based on oligomeric proteins immobilized native

.enzyme, separate subunits, and completely denatured subunits allows performing the
screening of materials of interest and to isolate different classes of chaperones, partici-
pating both in refolding of separate polypeptide chains and in their association into
oligomeric structures.
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Immobilized denatured polypeptide chains are practically unable to refold into their
initial native state. Therefore, it seems to be impossible to isolate active immobilized
subunits of a multisubunit active protein, say, GAPDH, by first completely denaturing a
matrix-immobilized subunit and then renaturing the multisubunit assembly around it
w x61 . On the contrary, it is easy to isolate active subunits if milder conditions of
denaturation are applied whereby an oligomeric protein is immobilized through one

w xsubunit in a native stage and the other subunits are gradually detached 62,63 . Such
observations suggest that the covalently linked subunits cannot fold in the native active
conformation. This circumstance is favorable to purification of chaperones, since they
cannot induce refolding of immobilized counterparts and, hence, affinity between them
and the affinity ligand does not decrease, while no regeneration is needed. Even after
binding and desorption of chaperones in the presence of ATP, subunits still remain in

w xthe unfolded state 60 .

6. Exclusion of non-native and denatured forms of proteins with affinity chro-
matography

The traditional methods of protein purification rely on differences in molecular mass,
charge, and biological function of a protein. Within the course of increased usage of
recombinant proteins, there has emerged a new need for the separation of functional
proteins from their non-native forms, which may exist abundantly among natively folded
forms, say, in inclusion bodies. As a rule, quantity and quality of the non-native forms
Ž .conformers, separate subunits, unfolded polypeptides, molten globules are not known,
and their separation and analysis by traditional methods are not always straightforward.
Affinity methods with the use of immobilized substrates, inhibitors, or their analogs are
not commonly suitable, because either the biological function is destroyed or only the
active center is the criterion of purity. The molecular masses and approximate isoelectric
points of the non-native forms and target protein are often nearly identical.

Presently, one can suggest two approaches for separating non-native forms of
proteins, namely affinity chromatography with antibodies or with chaperones. It is
possible to obtain clones of antibodies that bind only to the non-native forms of a
protein and will not interact with the intact protein. The major contribution to this
method was made in M. Goldberg’s laboratory, in which such monoclonal antibodies

w xagainst various proteins were obtained 64–67 . However, these antibodies were applied
to the study of folding pathways of proteins. The appearance of certain conformational
states of protein molecules at different stages of protein folding was revealed by this
technique.

6.1. Methods for preparing antibodies for the remoÕal of misfolded proteins

Recently, a straightforward method for obtaining antibodies recognizing only non-na-
w xtive molecular forms of a protein was developed 68 . Cloning of antibodies against the

enzyme GAPDH was carried out on plates coated with non-native enzyme forms.
Analysis of two selected clones with affinity chromatography on immobilized te-
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trameric, dimeric, monomeric, and unfolded subunit proteins showed that both clones of
antibodies effectively bound to active and inactive monomers and dimers as well as to
unfolded polypeptides, but not to the native tetrameric structure. A one-stage affinity-
chromatographic step on a gel matrix, involving the immobilized antibodies, enabled
effective discrimination of inactive contaminants formed during a previous renaturation
process. The increase in the specific activity of the enzyme was from 55% to 95% of
native enzyme, i.e. practically complete recovery of initial enzymatic activity.

An especially convenient method for the removal of non-native forms of a protein is
the use of antibodies against its non-native forms, immobilized on soluble polyelec-

w xtrolytes 69,70 . They make it possible to carry out all reactions in homogeneous media
and to remove captured antibodies and bound non-native proteins on the solid phase.
The antibodies against non-native forms of a protein were covalently coupled to

Ž .polyanion-poly methacrylic acid . The soluble immobilized antibodies were incubated
with a mixture of native and non-native forms of the protein and then precipitated by the

Žaddition of equimolar amount of positively charged poly N-ethyl-4-vinylpyridinium
.bromide , followed by centrifugation. As a result of this one-step process, the non-native

forms of the protein were removed with an increase in specific activity of the soluble
native enzyme from 80 to 125 Urmg of protein to give practically pure protein. The
precipitated immobilized antibodies can easily be regenerated and thus used repeatedly.

6.2. Chaperones for the remoÕal of non-natiÕe proteins

The drawback inherent in the methods of removal of non-native forms of proteins by
specific antibodies is that, for each individual protein, one must elaborate specific
antibodies against its non-native forms. However, it is conceivable that immobilized
chaperones can be exploited for the adsorption of non-native forms of proteins from
among various proteins, although their selectivity may be significantly less than that of
antibodies. Certain chaperones effectively interact with denatured structures of proteins,

Ž .and some chaperones for example, GroEL have the ability to distinguish between even
the forms of different oligomers: for example, they are bound only to dimers and

w xmonomers, but do not cooperate with native tetramers 60 . Hence, chaperones immobi-
lized on a solid matrix enable successful separation of non-native from native forms of a
protein. The regeneration of the affinity sorbent can easily be accomplished by incuba-
tion with ATP. In most cases, this results in disintegration of the complex under mild

w xconditions 60 .

6.3. Attempts to create artificial chaperones

Both antibodies and chaperones preferably recognize proteins of non-native struc-
tures. Hence, it should be possible to design artificial chaperones based on antibodies.
First steps in this direction were recently made with the help of synthetic polyelec-

w xtrolytes 70,72 . The antibodies and denatured forms of proteins were immobilized
Ž .separately on chains of polyelectrolytes on a polymethacrylic acid . If a soluble

denatured polypeptide enters such a system, there will be a deposit of the denatured
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forms, as in the case natural chaperone. The equilibrium in such system can also be
adjusted with minor changes of ionic strength andror p I of the medium.

7. Elution of proteins in protein–protein interaction affinity chromatography

It is almost always possible to find a high-affinity pair of proteins or polypeptides for
chromatography. However, the next stage, elution of the bound protein from the matrix
with a maximal preservation of protein function, may be troublesome. Interaction which
is too strong basically contradicts affinity chromatography and especially affinity
chromatography based on protein–protein interactions. The higher the affinity between
interacting proteins, the better is the resolution of the proteins to be purified, but the
more difficult is their elution in an active state from the affinity matrix. Sometimes,
properties like the specificity and affinity of antibodies tend to decrease during their
purification by immunoaffinity chromatography, implying conformational distortions
within the molecule. Special problems may occur when oligomeric proteins must be
purified. Usually, the treatments necessary to break the bond between a multisubunit
protein and its affinity sorbent concomitantly result in dissociation of its subunits and, as
a consequence, its inactivation. Such problems explain why seemingly optimal approach
to protein purification such as affinity chromatography on immobilized antibodies, is
practically never used for purification of oligomeric proteins. Therefore, the choice of an
optimal elution method is of key importance in protein–protein affinity chromatography.

7.1. Elution with deforming buffers

Use of deforming buffers, i.e. buffers weakening the strength of protein–affinity
sorbent interaction is the routine method of elution in normal modes of affinity
chromatography. As a rule, it is easy to change pH, ionic strength, or hydrophobicity,
when the immobilized ligand is relatively small and the matrix materials are hardly ever
damaged in such a process. Usually, the nature of the interaction is known, and it is
simple to find the necessary change of properties for the eluting buffer. A completely
different situation is characteristic of affinity chromatography based on protein–protein
interactions. The nature of forces is normally a mixed function of ionic, hydrophobic,
hydrogen bond, and other interactions and, therefore, a change of the composition of the
elution buffer will have unpredictable results. The binding is quasi-irreversible, when the
complexes cannot be destroyed by any treatments, except for complete unfolding by
denaturing reagents. For example, a change in ionic strength andror pH of a buffer may
destroy ionic interactions but, forces of hydrophobic interactions may increase or be still
sufficient for keeping the protein on a matrix. Whenever the immobilized protein is
oligomeric, its subunits usually disintegrate more readily that the protein to be purified.
Even in the opposite case, when the purified protein is an oligomer, it will disintegrate
into subunits before detaching itself from the affinity sorbent. On the other hand,
sensitivity of immobilized protein ligands to take on a number of different conforma-
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tions in different deforming buffers has allowed polyclonal antibodies adsorbed on an
immobilized antigen to be eluted as three fractions: at pH 2, pH 10 and in 8 M urea

w xsolution 9,10 .
There are also successful examples for the elution of proteins with deforming buffers

w xfrom affinity sorbents, including oligomeric proteins 73 , but this is an exception rather
than the rule. This may explain that affinity chromatography on immobilized antibodies
has not found wide application in the purification of native proteins.

With immunoaffinity chromatography, the use of deforming buffers is rather trouble-
some, as disintegration of an antigen–antibody complex requires very stringent condi-

Ž .tions. For example, immunoglobulin E IgE was purified on an immunoaffinity column
w xcontaining anti-IgE antibody bound to epoxy-activated agarose 74 . Minimizing the

Ž . Ž .concentration of ammonium sulfate 1.75 M at near-neutrality pH 8.3 and making
elution as well as dialysis in the cold, gave typically a 50–60% yield of immunoactivity.
For comparison, the subsequent DEAE–HPLC step, producing considerably more
diluted protein, gave yield of 70–80%. For less stable multienzyme complexes, such as
complexes between functionally connected proteins, the use of variable pH or ionic
strength is quite appropriate. For example, two-enzyme complexes between GAPDH and
3-phosphoglycerate kinase or 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate mutase are sufficiently strong and
can easily be purified from erythrocyte hemolysate. However, a small change of pH in

Ž . w xthe medium 1–1.5 units results in their complete dissociation 37,75 .

7.2. Change of temperature as the elution factor

As to the effects of temperature, there are apparently no principal differences between
bioaffinity adsorption and the conventional adsorption chromatographic mechanisms. If
the basic interaction is hydrophobic, an increase in temperature will increase adsorption
while interactions of ionic and polar nature will decrease adsorption. The effects of
temperature, although they may be very significant and useful for optimizing chromato-
graphic performance parameters, have often been ignored in the scientific literature. A

Ž .model study of the enzyme alanine aminotransferase AlaAT with reference protein
albumin on agarose gels derivatized with substrate analogs or inhibitors of the enzyme,

Žshowed that the elution volume of AlaAT changed logarithmically a 10-8C increase of
.temperature caused a 1.9-fold decrease in elution volume while the elution volume of

albumin was similar in direction but depended only slightly and linearly on the
w xtemperature 76 . Parallel results were obtained with an extremely simplified model of

affinity chromatography, involving chromatography of cyclodextrins on solid supports
w xderivatized with ligands complexing to cyclodextrins 77 .

The effects of temperature are especially useful for proteins, like chaperones, whose
Žinteraction is of hydrophobic nature for example, chaperones, chaperonins and their

.protein targets, subunits of oligomeric proteins . Sometimes it is sufficient to simply
increase the temperature to 25 8C to initiate the association of proteins, and the cooling
to 4 8C can induce disintegration of a complex and elution of the protein being purified

w xdue to the weakening of hydrophobic interactions 25,29 . In the case of protein–protein
interactions, temperature may also have other rather complicated effects due to effects
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through structural unfolding processes. Adjusting temperature in combination with
affinity elution or chaotropic salts may be fruitful for elution.

7.3. Affinity elution

Affinity elution is very simple and convenient for elution and purification of proteins.
w xUsing prior adsorption on ion exchangers, Scopes and Stoter 78 purified various

glycolytic enzymes from muscle extracts with affinity elution. It is also widely utilized
in combination with preceding normal affinity chromatography. Removal of the compet-

Ž .ing ligand in the mobile phase substrate, cofactor, inhibitor, or their analogs from the
purified protein is easily accomplished by dialysis or gel chromatography. Unfortu-
nately, affinity elution can rarely be conveniently applied to complexes with protein–
protein interactions. Addition of soluble protein–ligand can effect solubilization of the
protein to be purified, but in most cases, the affinity between added ligand and the

Žprotein is much higher than that of the immobilized ligand usually inactive and with
.changed conformation and their separation creates a new problem. Exception are those

cases where protein complexes and not individual proteins are ultimately needed.

7.4. Distortion of conformation of the binding partners

The strength of association of two proteins or subunits of the same or homologous
proteins is determined, first of all, by their conformational state. It is this property of
multiprotein complexes that has made it possible to perform effective sorption of
proteins being purified on immobilized proteins–ligands. The knowledge of conditions
of formation and disintegration of such complexes allows the experimenter to carry out
elution under the mildest possible conditions. In an optimal case, specific protein–pro-
tein interactions can be exploited twice, and this increases the selectivity of affinity
chromatography. If sorption of impurities occurred at the first affinity stage, they may
not pass into the desired protein fraction during the elution stage under specific
conditions. While it is possible to affect the conformational state of both proteins, direct
influence on the desired protein by adjustable parameters is usually preferable to action
on the immobilized protein ligand.

Three examples of specific elution with apparent conformational detaching mecha-
nism may be considered. The association of GAPDH subunits with immobilized dimers
of an enzyme from the same or a homologous source is stimulated by an increase in
temperature and, primarily, by the addition of NAD cofactor. To perform elution of the
subunits, it is sufficient to incubate the complex in the presence of ATP, replacing NAD
in the active center. Transferring the subunits to a soluble state reconstitutes the

w xtetrameric structure 25,27 by addition of native cofactor. An even more specific
regulation is characteristic of complexes of GAPDH with 3-phosphoglycerate kinase.
Their mutual maximal association is highest only at a certain conformational state, and
any change in the state of either one of them by substrates or cofactors results in

w xdisintegration of the complex 46–49 . A similar situation is observed for series of other
w xbienzyme complexes formed between functionally coupled proteins 37,79 . Chaperonin
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GroEL-target protein is an ATP-dependent process and therefore elution of a target
w xprotein can be effected by addition of Mg-ATP 60 .

7.5. Change of protein–protein affinity to simplify elution

Ž y11The binding strength of protein antigen–antibody is typically very high K of 10d
. w xM or smaller 1,9 . At early stages of development of immunoaffinity systems, such

high binding was considered unavoidable, but gradually it became obvious that antibod-
ies with lower affinity are preferable for the purification of proteins. Affinity of
antibodies with K of 10y7 –10y8 M is quite enough for the isolation of antigens, evend

from unpurified extracts. At the same time, the elution of an antigen from immunoaffin-
w xity sorbent is considerably facilitated 37,73,75 .

When using antigens for purifying antibodies, it is also possible to affect the strength
of a complex, since the formation of an antigen–antibody complex depends on the
conformational state of both partners. In the immobilization of a protein antigen, it is
possible to change its ability for conformational rearrangements by multipoint linkage.
In the immobilization of GAPDH on Sepharose, it was possible to achieve preparations

w xcompletely deprived of enzymic activity 8–10 . Amounts of antibodies binding to such
a matrix is similar as with the native forms of enzyme, but their elution is greatly
facilitated.

A feasible method for obtaining an immobilized protein ligand with given properties
is the site-directed mutagenesis. There are many investigations in which mutations were

w xexploited to change the strength of intersubunit and interprotein contacts 5,28,38 .
However, a drawback is the labor involved, since it is difficult to predict the final effect
of these mutations.

Low-molecular-weight compounds can be introduced into proteins through chemical
reactions to change their affinity for other proteins. An example is the complex between
3-phosphoglycerate kinase and rabbit muscle D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydroge-

Ž . y7nase GAPDH . The two enzymes associated with the K of the complex 3.2=10d
X Ž .M. Labeling of 3-phosphoglycerate kinase with fluorescein-5 -isothiocyanate FITC

increased the stability of the complex by one order of magnitude. The stability of the
complex increased upon increasing the temperature and ionic strength of the medium,

w xsuggesting a hydrophobic character of association 80 . The ligands which bind at the
Ž .active centers of the two enzymes NAD, ATP, 3-phosphoglycerate weakened the

bienzymic association. Unlabeled 3-phosphoglycerate kinase was unable to displace the
FITC-labeled enzyme from the complex. Thus, the results indicate that interaction
between D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase and 3-phosphoglycerate kinase,
labeled by FITC, is assisted by the dye, which may bind at nucleotide-binding sites of
GAPDH. No interaction was observed between the FITC-labeled 3-phosphoglycerate
kinase and lactate dehydrogenase, which suggests that protein–protein interaction at
specific Arecognition sitesB may be a prerequisite for the complex. A similar approach
can be used to increase the stability of a complex between two proteins, preserving the
highly specific characteristics of protein–protein interactions. It is also necessary to note
that in such a situation, the elution of the target protein is significantly facilitated, as the
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complex disintegrates easily after replacement of immobilized ligand from binding
centers by low-molecular-weight analogs.

7.6. Modification of matrix properties

In all types of affinity chromatography, the properties of the matrix itself influence
the processes of sorption and elution, especially when it is charged or hydrophobic.
However, common opinion has been that the optimal matrix should be hydrophilic and
uncharged with a minimum of nonspecific adsorption. However, a new attempt was
made recently to use polyelectrolytic matrixes for affinity chromatography, based on

w xprotein–protein interactions 69,70,72,81 . The ability of synthetic polyelectrolytes to
change as a function of pH and ionic strength, not only the charge, but also the structure
of the gel matrix can be used for modifying purification procedures and for changing of
mutual affinity between two proteins. Antibodies immobilized on a negatively charged

Ž .polyelectrolyte polymethacrylic acid interacted effectively with protein antigens, and
w xseparation of the complex formed did not produce any special problems 69,81 .

Ž .Addition of an equal molar amount of poly- N-ethyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide caused
the system to make the complex insoluble. After separation of the precipitate from
soluble contaminants, release of the protein from the complex was achieved by a change

w xof pH 69 . In another study, purification of antibodies or their Fab-fragments was
Ž .achieved by a protein antigen immobilized on poly- N-ethyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide

w x81 . Precipitation of the immobilized complex was effected by addition of equimolar
amount of polymethacrylic acid. Elution of antibodies was achieved through a change in
pH. The papain concentration required for proteolysis was 10 times less in the case of
antibodies bound to the antigen–polycation conjugate than to free antibodies, indicating
their specific readiness for the attack by papain.

The examples mentioned above demonstrate that there are plenty of methods for
changing the protein–protein interactions for the purpose of simplification of affinity
chromatography, especially at the elution stage. Further development of these ap-
proaches will allow wider use of it for the purification of proteins.
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